The Onaping Falls Community Action Network
in partnership with the

Greater Sudbury Public Library
Presents

MovieTime at the Onaping Community Centre
December 28—7PM
Avatar (150 minutes)PG

December 29—1 PM
Hoodwinked (85 minutes)G

January 2—1 PM
How To Train Your Dragon (98 minutes)PG

January 3—1 PM
Wizard Of Oz (102 minutes)G
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Firefighters Kick Ash!
The Crew

January 4—7 PM
Spiderwick Chronicles (95 minutes)PG

January 5—1PM
Ice Age 1 (81 minutes)PG

January 6—1 PM
Ice Age 2 (91 minutes)G

Back row left to right:
Sheldon Drysdale, Mike
Prevost

January 11—7PM
Ice Age 3 (94 minutes)PG

Front row left to right:
John Pratt, Greg Smith,
Captain Wayne Lausch,
Curtis Turgeon, Tammy
Bergeron
Not in the picture:
Shawn Nelson, Robert
Campbell, Mark
MacKenzie

January 12—1 PM
Ice Age 4 (94 minutes)PG

January 18—7PM
The Dark Night Rises (165 minutes)PG-13

January 19—1 PM
Para Norman (92 minutes)PG

January 25—7PM
Thunderstruck (94 minutes)G

Bigger cities like Sudbury and North Bay and Sault Ste. Marie have many full-time, fully-qualified and fully-staffed Fire Stations and
Firefighters. Here in Levack and Onaping and Dowling we aren’t so lucky. What we do have here in Levack is a dedicated bunch of men (and
1 woman) who put their lives on the line every time there is a structure fire, automobile crash, brush fire and just about every other instance
where firefighters are needed and required to attend. These folks are all VOLUNTEERS! Sure, they do get paid for the work they do and to
my way of thinking they don’t get enough. And speaking about volunteering, the guys collected $1800 for the Lion’s Club Telethon but they
had a fire call at Xstrata so they had to cut things short!
I had the privilege of spending some time with our Captain, Wayne Lausch and some of the crew at the station here in Levack and I came
away with some great pictures and my eyes were opened a whole lot more! These guys have regular jobs on top of being available on-call
when they aren’t working. Talk about dedicated! Volunteer firefighters have a rigorous training schedule and constant training after they have
qualified to serve.
From Captain Lausch:

Please Note:
There is no charge for these presentations. Entrance to the “theatre room” is via the back entrance of the Onaping Community Centre (near
the dumpsters). Doors will be open 30 minutes prior to show times. Seating is limited! There will be a limited selection of snacks available for
purchase. These events will be supervised but children under 10 must be accompanied by an adult/guardian. Everyone is invited to attend!
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“Pride in ownership is a big theme with the Greater Sudbury Fire Service and Levack station #14 is no exception. Over the past two years we
have repainted the fire station and re-organized equipment for ease of use and access. The members of a volunteer station are very diverse in
their abilities as each one has a full-time job in another field (mechanic, computer tech, accountant, etc.) This brings new ideas and insight to
firefighting procedures and training. At Levack station we have the same up-to-date equipment and facilities as all other stations in Greater
Sudbury even though we are at the end of the northern boundary. Many very talented people have been members of Station 14. Some have
[continued on Page 5]

Disclaimer: This publication is in no way affiliated with the Greater City of Sudbury nor the Onaping Falls Community Action Network (OFCAN).

Happy Birthday wishes to our
wonderful Dad and Pepere
Ellard Durling on January 10th.

Happy New Year!

We love you lots!

Well, we made it! I guess the Mayans were slightly WRONG!

Budget
The City approved a budget expenditure of $35,000 for
improvements in Levack/Onaping. We saw the plans last
year and now comes the waiting game to see if anything
really happens or the money just disappears!
We
understand that merchants must apply for some of the
funding. Could it be that something nice is going to happen
to Levack/Onaping? It seems to me that we haven’t had
much say in this process.

They Won!
The Major A Peewee Devils won the Sudbury
Regional trophy in the Silver Stick Hockey
Tournament in December. They will be heading
for Port Huron, Michigan to compete against US
teams. Congratulations to Levack’s Brian
O’Connor for being chosen MVP for the
tournament. Way to go Brian!
The City would like to remind everyone that there is no on-street parking from December 1 to March 31

A group of students from Levack
Public School hand-made the blankets
shown in the pictures as their
donations to the Sudbury Credit
Union’s
“Share
The
Warmth”
campaign.
Branch manager Paula
Dumont
and
Customer
Service
Representatives Celina Vachon and
Michele
Remillard
thanked
the
students and their teachers with hot
chocolate and cookies after the
presentation of the blankets.
Nicole Bonish (teacher), Gregory, Jordan, Jocelyn, Autumn, Troy, Samantha, Celina Vachon, Michelle Remillard, Cody, Mrs. Barb Duval.

Onaping Falls Legion Branch 503
705-966-2387
The Legion’s Annual Curling Bonspiel happens on January 19th!
Sign-up forms are available at the Branch!
Come out for fun and prizes!
Call for details!
Membership is only $40 per year to join a great Community Service Organization.

OFCAN
The Onaping Falls Community Action Network is holding its next meeting on January 17 at 7PM in the Onaping Community
Centre. The entrance to the OFCAN office is through the back doors near the dumpsters.
We hope that everyone is taking advantage of the free movies being put on by your OFCAN in partnership with the Library.
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Drop in to Home Hardware for these and many more specials.
While you are there, say Hello to John, Bonnie, Wanda, Monique, Carole & Reggie!
They’ll take good care of You and your Home!
*** Homeowners Helping Homeowners ***

December’s puzzle solution!

Valid until December 29.

Valid December 30—January 12
Special for ORACLE Readers!

This coupon entitles you to a 10% discount on any fire extinguisher, smoke alarm, CO2 detector during the
month of January 2013. Taxes extra, one coupon per customer.
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Onaping Falls Golden Age Club

What’s In Your Closet?

New Members are always WELCOME and the Annual Membership is only $20.00!

Do you have any old VHS video tapes of parties, family gatherings, your kids growing up, etc.? Would you like them transferred to DVD so
you can watch them in your DVD player? Many people have gotten rid of their old VHS machine and relegated the tapes to a shelf in the
closet but would still like to watch them. ORACLE is pleased to now offer this service to our community. For a low price of $10 per VHS tape
(any size) you can enjoy your old videos all over again! Please phone or email ORACLE for details and restrictions—Page 6 will tell you how!

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10AM—Line Dancing
1PM—Cribbage

1PM—”31” & Pay Me Pool
7PM—Bingo

1PM—Euchre

1PM—”31”

1PM—Bridge

Shuffleboard—Computers—Exercise Equipment—Lending Library—Hall Rentals

Christmas Lights
It is too bad that we can’t print in colour. These homes are so beautiful at night!
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History Book

[continued from Page 1]

The Story of Onaping Falls

retired and some have moved out of the area and transferred to other stations. Presently we are operating with half of
the members that we require. Recent recruitment has not yielded sufficient numbers of applicants to make up the
difference in retirements. I would implore anyone in Levack-Onaping area that has any interest and the time required
to commit to this opportunity to apply for a position in 2013.

Robert P. Trott
Chapter 8

Usually recruitment takes place in late March to late April. We post flyers in the local post offices and convenience
stores. There is a short period of time in which you can have your application processed—it is approximately two weeks.

Warsaw was known for years as the bootleg section of Levack. In the early years a
maze of footpaths snaked through the bush between Levack and Warsaw. Although it
was quicker and easier to walk along the railway track, using these well trod paths was
a lot less conspicuous.
During Sgt. Connelley’s long years of being town police chief a regular chore of his was
to visit Warsaw and search for liquor. The local proponents of this illicit trade had learnt the hard way that trying to hide it in the house or in
one of the outside buildings was too risky. No nook or sheltered corner escaped the eager probe of Bert Connelley’s eyes or fingers so the
only alternative was to bury the bottles outside, usually in the garden. One wag even suggested that the large gardens in Warsaw had more
than one use.
Many of the senior women in Warsaw never learnt English. Even today the grandmothers and great grandmothers converse always in their
native language. The men had to learn English because of their work and the children because of their schooling, but the tongue of Warsaw
was neither English or French.
Some local residents recall one time when a few bottles of the good stuff had just been buried in the garden. Being a hot summer day, the pet
dog sensing the cool disturbed earth deposited his old bones on top of the catch. Bert Connelley happened to pick this time to conduct a
search. Exasperated at his failure to find anything and not being able to converse with the occupants, he asked a young school age boy who
was playing in the yard, “Where’s the booze son?” the innocence of youth and awe of this massive arm of the law prompted the lad to point at
the dog and say “over there”. After looking at the sleeping dog and glaring at the boy for a few seconds, Bert turned on his heel and walked
away muttering that “Even the damn kids don’t understand English”.
In 1917 the Levack Station was erected giving shelter for passengers and freight. A system of flags during daylight and lights at night were
used to alert the train crew that they were to stop.
Bill Hughes opened his store in 1921 allowing a little competition with Bolton’s store. Nearly 300 people now lived in Levack which gave both
stores a good business. An open air rink was also built in 1921. Possibly this was the beginning of the serious business of the game of ice
hockey that is prevalent today in Levack.
[Editor’s note: Sentence structure and grammar and some spellings have not been corrected in order to keep the integrity of the text]

Onaping Falls & Cartier Food Bank
The lucky winner of the Christmas wreath (made and donated by Paula Dumont of the Levack Credit Union) was Leo Ladouceur. Proceeds
of $165 were donated to the Onaping Falls & Cartier Food Bank.
For the month of November, the Onaping Falls & Cartier Food Bank challenged our three local schools to bring in non-perishable items from
our shortage list. One class from each school that brought in the most items from that list would receive pizza and drinks for their entire class.
The winners were; from Larchwood PS, Mr. Ken Rauchanen’s grade 5/6 class; from Levack PS, Ms.. Diane Krause’s grade 8 class; from
Ecole St. Etienne, Mrs. Leclair-Lapierre’s kindergarten class. Congratulations to the winners and to all who participated at these schools.
Your donations and support made this Christmas season a happier one for those in need.
I would like to thank the following businesses for allowing us to have a coin box at their establishments for the purpose of collecting monetary
donations for our local food bank. Through the generosity of the people of this area, we managed to collect $1082.98. Your donations allow
us to purchase non-perishable food items for our families in need: Cartier Pine Grove Restaurant, Levack Credit Union, TD Bank, IDA
Pharmacy, Cobi’s Convenience, Scotiabank, Windy Lake Motel, Bluebird Restaurant, Cartier Hi-Way Stop, Home Hardware, The Beer Store,
Kwik Way, LCBO, Gillo’s Gas & Lube, Bistro Restaurant, St. Bartholomew’s Church, St. Francis Xavier, Dowling Leisure Centre, St. Etienne
Martyr.
On behalf of Father Bob Bourgon, the Knights of Columbus, I would like to extend a heartfelt Thank You to the many organizations,
businesses and people who contributed in so many ways to make our November food drive a huge success. Also, to all the wonderful people
in our area who found it in their hearts to donate food items and/or money for this drive. Your generosity allowed less fortunate families in our
area to have a more joyous Christmas and is deeply appreciated.

All members of the Levack Volunteer Fire Department must have a D/Z license. That means that everyone is allowed to drive the Big Red
Truck! There are only 3 members who are qualified right now and the goal of the department is to have everyone qualified as soon as
possible.
When you see the crew dressed in orange fluorescent outfits, that means they are ready to fight any type of bush fire. Firefighters dressed in
their regular sand/yellow outfits are for all calls. These outfits are called Bunker Gear. A complete outfit weighs quite a bit when you add the
“bottle” gear on their backs. This “bottle” or SCBA (self-contained breathing apparatus, much like SCUBA gear but with heat-resistant
qualities) allows firefighters to carry their own air supply when they are fighting a fire. Bottles are always kept full and a ready-supply follows
them to all calls. As for water (which I understand is quite an important requirement) is available in each truck. Pumper 14 carries 850 gallons
and Bush Truck 14 carries 250 gallons. The stationhouse has a detailed map showing the location of every single hydrant located in
Levack/Onaping. The hoses are always ready for deployment when either truck arrives at the scene.
Station 14 is proud to be a Tiered Response Station with Dowling. Between our Volunteer Team and the Paramedics, all of Levack and
Onaping is totally covered and protected! There is a rigid maintenance schedule on all vehicles and equipment and the Team keeps
everything ready-to-roll at a moment’s notice. Last year, the Team used their own time to spend many hours cleaning and repainting the
station inside and out. This is something not provided for by the City. Our Team takes pride in the station!
I also had the pleasure to talk with the District Chief, Pat O’Link, who told me that Station 14 is one of the best crews within the City of Greater
Sudbury and I believe him! He was very proud to say that Station 14 is a 1st Response Station. Everyone is fully-qualified to attend any
medical aid call. Not all stations can boast of this! Every week, the team has a practice session. This makes sure that our volunteers are
always ready. While they are on practice, we are still fully covered by outlying stations and our Team would immediately leave practice and
attend the scene as well.
Did you know that there are 24 fire stations in the City and most of them are manned by volunteers? Volunteer firefighters are uniquely
qualified because their “regular job” requires skills that can be put to good use during fire calls. While they may be volunteers, they follow the
same training criteria as the full-time or career firefighters. One of the more interesting suggestions I received that evening, is that everyone
should have a plain whistle handy in case of fire. Should a fire occur, you blowing a whistle will make it easier for a firefighter to find you. All
that smoke makes it very hard to see clearly but the sound from a whistle carries over every other sound!
I was proud and pleased and so excited to spend the time with the crew of Station 14!
Please see Page 9 for lots of pictures!
Last month, I talked about paying it forward at Christmas time. What about a position as a firefighter? Have you got what it takes to be a
member of this noble profession?
For 2013, ORACLE will publish the Recruitment notice in plenty of time to get YOUR application in!
Carpet Dents?
The new year usually brings with it a desire to re-arrange the furniture. Got some carpet dents from furniture? Put an ice cube on the dent
and let it melt on its own. When it is all melted, fluff the spot with a fork or spoon!

With the warmest of regards, Danny Besserer, Knights of Columbus Council 11565
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I would like to dispel some of the negative talk that I have heard in passing on how Levack Station is not responding to local calls. To a person
on the street, all firefighters appear the same—they are all dressed similarly but there is a difference. A firefighter with a white helmet is a
chief; a red helmet is a captain; a yellow helmet is a firefighter and a yellow helmet with blue stripes is a probational firefighter-in-training. At
Levack Station presently we have a majority of probational firefighters who are limited in the role that they can take on a fire/rescue scene as
they are still in the first year of training and do not have sufficient experience. Many have this time to attain a D/Z drivers’ license which
enables them to drive fire vehicles once the probation period is complete. Levack/Onaping residents should be made aware that any structure
fire, vehicle accidents, calls to Vale or Xstrata property require a second station to respond which is our neighboring station in Dowling. I know
that at many calls the public may see Dowling fire vehicles on scene and not a Levack truck. This doesn't mean that Levack firefighters are not
attending. If they are probational, they may have to use their own vehicles to attend. I understand that perception is reality so I thought I would
clear up this issue. All of our members—past, present and future—serve their community with pride and honor!”
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Contact Us
Editor/Publisher:
Address:
Email:

Don Henwood
705-595-2080
Box 504, Levack, Ontario, P0M 2C0
info@onleoracle.ca

If you would like to send a letter to ORACLE, just put it in an envelope with ORACLE on it and bring it to the counter at
the Levack Post Office. ORACLE will pay the postage!

Onaping Falls Curling Club
705-966-2323
Curling is fun and good for your health! It is also a great way to socialize!
Weekly Schedule
Day

Event

Time

Monday

Ladies

7PM—9PM

Tuesday

Men

6:30PM—8:30PM
8:30PM—10:30PM

Wednesday

Senior Men

11AM—1PM

Thursday

All Adults (Open)

7PM—9PM

Friday

Mixed

7PM—8:30PM
8:30PM—10PM

On Saturdays and Sundays, the Onaping Curling Club is available for RENT! There isn’t a better way to enjoy a
bonspiel, a family gathering, an office party! Contact Dan Messier (705-966-5220) for details.
TECHNOSUB Bonspiel is on January 11/12.
PANCAKE BREAKFAST is on February 2 in conjunction with the Levack-Onaping
Winter Carnival.
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